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civil war, 1442-1450. The peace that followed augmented
the membership of the League, which in 1513 reached
thirteen. But acute religious differences created further
internal dissensions, particularly in 1531 and 1721. Despite
all these troubles it is very surprising to find, indeed, that
the League withstood all foreign attacks and Switzerland,
which for quite a long time was 'a house divided against
itself/ maintained its political entity during the unsettled
conditions o£ that period.
The second period of the history of Swiss federation,
the Helvetic Republic, lasted for only five years, 17984803,
In the first- year the numerous local risings in Switzerland
encouraged the French Directory to send her armies into
.this country. Proud of the new political arrangements
Which they had effected in other neighbouring lands, after
the model of their Constitution of the Year III, the
'French established a new constitution in Switzerland, giving
it the name of the Helvetic Republic* According to this
constitution the country was parcelled out into twenty-two
departments each with its.local legislature maintaining its
autonomy. A bi-cameral national legislature was established
in Switzerland consisting of a Senate and a Grand Council,
each department sending four representatives to the Senate
and eight to th6 Council. Several other changes* wore
introduced in Order to reform the various departments of the
administration. But though outwardly pretending to
establish a republic ia Switzerland the French could not
for long conceal the real object of their control over the
country. They confiscated the state treasure at Bern and
drew a large amount of money and a large number of
*"A uniform citizenship and a common democratic Huftrage were
established. Educational, financial, and legal institutions wore reformed.
Torture was abolished. Freedom of residence and o£ trade, and liberty of
belief and of the press were guaranteed. The new constitution even bor-
rowed from American sources the idea of a constitutional referendum."
Brooks. * Government and Politics of Switzerland', p. 27,

